AGENDA
Louisiana Law Enforcement Body Camera Implementation Task Force
September 22, 2016
Committee Room 5
9:00 A.M.

Chairman: Franz Borghardt

Staff: Lisha Landry, Attorney
      Alicia Spivey, Secretary

I. CALL TO ORDER
II. ROLL CALL
III. INTRODUCTION
IV. ELECTION OF CHAIR
V. PUBLIC COMMENT
VI. DEMONSTRATIONS FROM LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES
   • Baton Rouge Police Department
   • New Orleans Police Department

VII. ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED
   • Ability for Louisiana Legislature to Implement use of Body Cameras:
     -State Level
     -Parish and Municipality (Constitutional Constraints)
   • Equipment and Date Storage
   • Device Usage Policy and Officer Training
   • Public Records Policy and Privacy:
     -Current public records law (PAR Material)
     -Privacy Consideration
   • Proposal to legislature and committee work
     -Division of labor
     -Policy and proposal
     -Mandate vs. Best Practices

VIII. OTHER BUSINESS
      • Next Meeting

IX. ADJOURNMENT

PLEASE OBTAIN A WITNESS CARD FROM THE SECRETARY BEFORE THE MEETING BEGINS IF YOU WANT TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE COMMITTEE.